
A LAB REPORT ON BACTERIAL GENETICS AND BACTERIA PLATES

OBSERVATION

Bacteria have the ability to adopt new genetic information in three ways: resistance to antibiotics, the very medicine that
inhibits bacterial growth, it grants them.

Both facilitate even spreading of cells across the agar surface. Putting all these observations together,
Wollman and Jacob concluded that gene transfer occurs from a fixed point on the donor chromosome , termed
the origin O , and continues in a linear fashion. The metal should become red hot. Another challenge
encountered in the laboratory when performing the streak-plate procedure with bacteria derived from
environmental samples is that cells exhibit growth characteristics that deviate from traditional laboratory
strains such as E. A procedure akin to the spread-plate technique used to count bacterial colonies can be used
to tally the number of phage. Suppose that the map distance between each marker is 5 percent recombination.
Before trying to pipette a sterile liquid, practice drawing up 5 ml of water from the beaker, and releasing it
back into the beaker in 1 ml increments. Allow the agar to thoroughly solidify before inverting the plate for
incubation. Cool the spreader by touching it to the agar along the edge near the rim. If the melted soft agar sits
longer than 15 minutes, it will begin to solidify and will form clumps when poured on the hard agar. If the
agar is too hot, the bacteria in the sample may be killed. Circularity of the E. On plate 3 the untransformed
bacteria are unable to grow in the presence of the antibiotic since bacterial cell walls are unable to form and
the bacterial cells die. Instead, only those cells within a population that have a particular genotype should
grow. This manipulation prevents aerosolization of bacteria left on the loop from the previous usage. Bacterial
strains and phage stocks can be obtained from research investigators, companies, and collections maintained
by particular organizations such as the American Type Culture Collection ATCC. For instance, the
morphology of individual cells within a colony can be inspected using a light microscope. Obtain a tube
containing 18 ml of melted agar medium. Sample volume to be plated should be between 0. Some tips to
remember: The pipette and the media are sterile; there should never be any direct contact with your hands,
skin, or lab surfaces. For many downstream applications it is imperative to start with either a single colony or
a pure bacterial culture generated by inoculating media with cells from a single colony. The last plate
inoculated from the velveteen should serve as a positive control. These procedures can be performed at the
laboratory bench, provided they involve non-pathogenic strains of microorganisms Biosafety Level 1, BSL
Their appropriate use will be discussed and demonstrated in lab. Include the dilution factor if plating serial
dilutions, or a series of repeated dilutions, which results in a systematic reduction in the concentration of cells
in the sample. The samples may be derived from a dilution series of a single sample. B When a metal loop is
used for streak-plating, it must be sterilized using the flame of a Bunsen burner prior to contact with the
inoculum or the agar medium. Consequently, a lawn may not form and few or no plaques may be detectable.


